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Abstrat
This paper presents results of a fully automated searh for multiperiodi RR
Lyrae stars in the enter of the Galaxy. The searh was arried out on OGLE-
II database reated by means of image subtration method. I found more than
2700 RR Lyrae stars with about 600 showing various kinds of multiperiodi be-
havior. Previous OGLE-I database ontained only about 200 RR Lyrae stars in
the Galati Bulge, that is twelve times less than the urrent sample. There are
two most interesting outomes for Bulge: very high perentage of Blazhko stars
and very low perentage of RRd stars. Blazhko eet was onrmed in about 25
perent of all RRab stars. This inidene rate is almost 2.5 times greater than in
the Large Magellani Cloud. On the other hand I disovered only 3 RRd stars,
whih implies that the inidene rate of this type of variables is muh smaller in
Bulge than in the Magellani Clouds.
Key words: pulsating stars: RR Lyr stars, stellar pulsation: Blazhko eet,
radial and nonradial modes.
1 Introdution
It is well known that RR Lyrae stars play very important role in modern astro-
physis. They are used as distane indiators, their spatial distribution an provide us
with useful information about the struture of the Galaxy and they help us understand
stellar evolution and pulsation. Espeially pulsation theory benets from investiga-
tion of large number of RR Lyrae stars after the disovery of nonradial osillations in
these stars. Bulge atalog presented in this paper ontains over 700 RR Lyrae stars
showing multiperiodi behavior. In many ases suh behavior an only be explained by
exitation of nonradial pulsation modes.
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2 Observational data
In the years 1997 - 1999, during the seond phase of the Optial Gravitational
Lensing Experiment - OGLE-II, 49 elds in the enter of the Galaxy were monitored.
The elds overed approximately 11 squared degrees with most of them being loated in
regions of high stellar density. With the aid of Warsaw 1.3-m telesope at Las Campanas
Observatory of the Carnegie Institution of Washington about 200 observations in the
I band were made for eah eld, mostly in driftsan mode. Tehnial details of the
telesope are given in Udalski, Kubiak & Szyma«ski (1997). The photometry was
obtained using Dierene Image Analysis software written by Wo¹niak (2000).
3 Data analysis
Image subtration method prelassied as variable stars about 4500 objets per
eld. Sine there are 49 elds in OGLE-II database, seletion of RR Lyrae stars had
to be automated. There are approximately 200 measurements from three observational
seasons for eah star and the time span is about 1000 days. Observations are sam-
pled unevenly. As the rst step Lomb-Sargle periodograms, with frequeny resolution
(5×10−4 /d) for all stars were omputed. Suh a resolution is high enough to lassify
a star as a periodi variable and to examine if it is a RR Lyr star. At later stages
periodograms for all seleted RR Lyr stars were omputed with muh higher resolu-
tion. After a periodogram was alulated for every star, the most probable period was
seleted out of 25 periods orresponding to the highest peaks in its periodogram. For
all of those 25 periods my algorithm tted the data with a Fourier series with various
number of harmoni terms. This number ran from 1 to 6 for eah period whih was
done beause of the diversity of RR Lyrae light urve shapes. Strongly skewed urves
of RRab stars require more harmoni terms than sinusoidal urves of RR stars. The
riterion of seletion was the smallest value of χ2 per degree of freedom. The program
always hose the pair (period, number of harmonis) that minimized that quantity. As
expeted in the ase of RR stars seleted number of harmoni terms was mainly 1 or
2, but for RRab stars it was typially 4 or 5 in most ases.
3.1 Identiation of RR Lyrae stars
When the most probable period and the best number of harmoni terms were
found for every star the algorithm shifted the zero point of every light urve in the
time domain to the maximum of the urve. The maximum was estimated from the
Fourier t. To separate RR Lyrae stars from all other variables the ode omputed the
following parameters:
Aij =
Ai
Aj
(1)
Φij = j · φi − i · φj (2)
Quantities Ai and φi are respetively the amplitude and the phase of a osine term
with ω = i ·ω0 where ω0 is the frequeny of variability. Parameters dened above, when
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ombined with the value of the period, allow not only to distinguish RR Lyrae stars
from other variables, but also to separate RRab and RR lasses. In the searh for
RRabs my ode used parameters A21, A32, A43 and Φ21. For RRs only A21, A32 and
Φ21 were used. Output RRab and RR samples were ontaminated by small amount
of variables of dierent types, most frequently High Amplitude δ St stars. These were
eliminated with the aid of olor-magnitude diagrams and by inspetion of all the light
urves by eye. This method of seleting RR Lyrae stars was also used by Mizerski and
Bejger (2001).
3.2 Detetion of additional periodiities
After RR Lyrae stars were separated from all other variables by the algorithm
desribed in subsetion 3.1, the searh for multiperiodi behavior was performed. The
whole proess was fully automated and for eah RR Lyrae star onsisted of three main
phases:
• Calulation of Lomb-Sargle periodogram with high resolution in frequeny
(5×10−6 /d) and determination of the most probable period of variability.
• Prewhitening of the light urve with the determined period with dynamially
adjustable number of harmoni terms.
• Calulation of Lomb-Sargle periodogram of the prewhitened light urve.
In the rst phase my ode alulated Lomb-Sargle periodogram of the original light
urve. This method of periodogram alulation works well for unevenly sampled data.
Setting frequeny resolution to 5×10−6 /d allowed me to determine the rst, main
period with high auray, onsidering that the time span of the observations was about
1000 days. Out of the periodogram 25 frequenies orresponding to the highest peaks
were seleted. For all those frequenies my ode tted the data by means of least squares
method with a Fourier series. Number of harmoni terms was adjusted dynamially
in a range between 1 and 6. The program searhed for a pair (frequeny,number of
harmonis) whih minimized the value of χ2 of the t. After suh a pair was found the
inverse of the seleted frequeny was taken for the primary period of pulsation. The
light urve was prewhitened with this model, whih means that the Fourier series with
frequeny and number of harmonis that minimized χ2 was subtrated from the data.
Then periodogram was alulated for the prewhitened data. If the periodogram of the
prewhitened light urve showed presene of peaks 15 times greater than the median of
the peaks the star was onsidered a multiperiodi andidate. The most probable value
of the seond period of variability was then determined in exatly the same way as in
the ase of the primary period. In a ase of a star with two deteted periods a two
period model was tted to the original light urve. The formula for suh a t is given
in equation 3. During this phase not only the amplitudes and phases were omputed.
Both periods were adjusted as well. The values of two periods of pulsation found in
the earlier phases were the input values for the proedure. In the last step the model
with two periods was subtrated from the data and searh for additional periodiities
was performed.
3
F (tk) = A00 + Σ
m
j=1A0j cos(jω2tk + φ0j) + Σ
m
i=1Σ
m−i
j=i−mAij cos[|iω1 + jω2|tk + φij] (3)
Number m is the rank of the t. In a ase where m=2 the series inludes the onstant
term and the terms with frequenies ω1, ω2, 2ω1, 2ω2, ω1 + ω2, |ω1 − ω2|. Amplitude
errors are omputed as well, and only the terms with amplitudes 3 times greater than
their errors are inluded in the nal t. Value of χ2 of a two period model strongly
depends on the rank of the t. As an example Table 1 demonstrates how χ2 values
hange with m for a two period model of an RRd star. It this star a model with two
periods of variability is satisfatory, and ts the data very well for m ≥ 4. In the ase
shown in Table 1 setting m > 4 does not redue χ2, as the high order terms do not
improve the t, while onsuming additional degrees of freedom.
m 1 2 3 4 5 6
χ2 30.154 5.342 2.249 1.505 1.661 1.641
Table 1: χ
2
values as a funtion of the rank of the t.
4 Results. Statistis of multiperiodi variables.
As the result I obtained an RRab sample ontaining 1942 stars and an RR
sample of 771 stars. This gives the total number of RR Lyraes equal to 2713, whih is
muh larger than 215 stars in OGLE-I RR Lyrae database. Although my urrent sample
is not as numerous as LMC sample of Alok et al. (1996) it reveals a larger diversity
of pulsation behaviors. Both RRab and RR stars over a wide range of periods with
Pab ∈ [0.340, 0.922]d and Pc ∈ [0.201, 0.446]d. Average values of pulsation periods in
both lasses are respetively P avrab = 0.554d and P
avr
c = 0.308d. Figure 1 shows period
histogram for all RR Lyrae stars. Presene of two peaks reets the fat of existene of
two distint populations of RR Lyrae stars. These populations are fundamental mode
pulsators RRabs and rst overtone pulsators RRs.
Another interesting observation is a very high number of RR Lyrae stars that exhibit
multiperiodi behavior. I disovered about 800 suh stars. Most of them are Blazhko
stars but there are also a few RRd stars, that is double mode pulsators osillating
simultaneously in fundamental mode and rst overtone. Multiperiodi RR Lyrae stars
will be disussed more thoroughly in the next subsetions.
4.1 Double mode pulsators
RRd stars are very important in astrophysis beause they provide us with one
additional observable, that is the seond period of variability. A widely known and
intriguing fat onerning these variables is that they are very numerous in some stellar
systems while almost ompletely absent in others. This fat is not understood. So
far there is no lear evidene that any spei physial quantity is responsible for
this dierene. Moskalik (2000) suggests that dierent inidenes of RRd stars in
stellar systems ould result from dierent metaliities in those systems. Many RRd
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Figure 1: Period distribution of RR Lyrae stars in the Galati Bulge. Two populations are
seen: RRab and RR stars.
variables were disovered in the Galati disk and in some globular lusters in the
Galaxy. Magellani Clouds are also known to have quite numerous populations of
RRd stars. Alok et al. (2000) report 181 suh variables in their LMC database.
The fundamental question whih arises from the analysis of OGLE data is why do we
observe so very few RRd stars in the Galati bulge. Previous investigations of OGLE-I
database performed by Moskalik (2000) and Pigulski et al. (2003) resulted in only two
RRd variables found. Those were the only RRd stars known in this system until now.
Analysis of OGLE-II database, whih inludes the elds of OGLE-I, led to the disovery
of three additional RRd stars in the enter of the Galaxy. Total number of only 5 known
RRd variables in the Galati bulge is in sharp ontrast to the large number of objets
of this kind observed in globular lusters and in the Magellani Clouds. Inidene rate,
dened as the ratio of the number of RRd to the number of RR variables, is ≈ 0.007
for the bulge whereas for the LMC Alok et al. (2000) give the value of 0.134. This
is obviously a striking dierene: there are proportionally 20 times more RRd stars in
the LMC than in the Galati bulge. Unfortunately we still do not know why RRds
are so rare in the enter of the Galaxy.
Two of three RRd stars in OGLE-II database are very typial representatives of
their lass. The ratio of the periods of the rst overtone and the fundamental mode,
hereafter referred to as ζ , is ≈ 0.745 in both ases. The ratio of the amplitudes of
the seond periodiity to the dominant periodiity, although substantially dierent for
both stars, is in good agreement with the statistis given by Alok et al. (2000). This
ratio is denoted as ξ. Table 2 gives the basi harateristis of the three RRd stars
I disovered, that is both periods P0 and P1, values of parameters ζ and ξ and two
values of χ2. The rst value χ2
1
orresponds to a single period model with only the
dominant period present. The seond value χ22 is the χ
2
of a double period model with
both periods of variability. These numbers are given for omparison to demonstrate
that taking into aount the seond periodiity signiantly redues χ2 of the t. As it
an be seen in table 2, the last star, namely bul_s39.1568, diers from the rst two
objets. It has a shorter period and a greater ξ value than the two other stars. It means
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that this star is separated from the other two on the Petersen diagram, and therefore,
aording to Popielski et al. (2000), has a dierent metalliity.
star P0 P1 ζ ξ χ
2
1 χ
2
2
bul_s7.1529 0.487192 0.362842 0.744761 0.464 109.652 1.712
bul_s21.7133 0.503068 0.374970 0.745366 0.176 55.805 3.384
bul_s39.1568 0.461390 0.344906 0.747537 0.336 10.397 4.953
Table 2: RRd stars.
Figure 2: RRd stars, plaed in rows. The plots show respetively: original light urve phased
with the primary period (rst overtone), periodogram before and periodogram after prewhiten-
ing.
4.2 Blazhko stars
Blazhko eet manifests itself in two dierent ways. Prewhitened periodograms
show either one or two peaks in the lose viinity of the primary period of pulsation.
As for now it is thought that these two behaviors divide Blazhko stars into two lasses:
BL1 lass with frequeny doublet and BL2 lass with frequeny triplet. Members of
BL1 lass have their additional frequeny very lose to the frequeny of the radial
mode, typially loser than 0.01 [/d℄. In the ase of BL2s the dominant frequeny and
the two additional frequenies reate an equidistant triplet entered on the dominant
frequeny. This triplet is typially asymmetri, that is the heights of the additional
peaks are dierent. So far we do not have a satisfatory and omplete explanation
of Blazhko eet. Most widely aepted theoretial approah explains the presene
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of additional peaks by exitation of nonradial modes. Those modes are very lose in
the frequeny domain to the frequeny of the radial mode. Existene of equidistant,
almost symmetri frequeny triplets ould be explained by other means but presene
of strongly asymmetri triplets and espeially doublets seem to require some kind of
nonradial osillations.
It was thought for a long time that Blazhko eet exists only among RRab stars.
Reent studies indiate that it also onerns RR variables. Moskalik & Poretti (2002)
report the disovery of two RR Blazhko stars. My researh onrms that Blazhko
eet is present in some RR stars, although is not as frequent as in the RRab lass.
Two next subsetions over onseutively RRab and RR Blazhko stars found in the
OGLE-II database.
4.2.1 RRab stars
My ode identied 243 BL1 and 143 BL2 type stars among RRab stars.
BL1s onstitute 12.5% of all RRab in the OGLE-II database, while BL2s only 7.4%.
Figure 4 shows two examples of suh variables, one for BL1 and one for BL2 lasses.
A purely radial pulsator, with no additional frequenies, was inluded in the gure for
omparison. Average frequeny separation between the additional peak and the radial
mode is |∆f = 0.01|. In the ase of BL2s, that is stars with equidistant triplets, ∆f is
understood as the dierene between the frequeny of the higher of the two subsidiary
peaks and the frequeny of the radial mode. In the literature one an also nd a quantity
alled modulation period, whih is the inverse of the frequeny separation: Pm = 1
|∆f |
.
Basi properties of RRab Blazhko stars are as follows:
• BL1
 Pmin=0.370d Pmax=0.779d Pa=0.543d
 Pmmin=5d P
m
max=968d P
m
a =91d
 Ψmin=0.039 Ψmax=0.537 Ψa=0.160
 ∆f>0 in 81% ases
• BL2
 Pmin=0.362d Pmax=0.680d Pa=0.521d
 Pmmin=15d P
m
max=977d P
m
a =96d
 Ψmin=0.067 Ψmax=0.595 Ψa=0.174
 ψmin=0.429 ψmax=0.996 ψa=0.795
 ∆f>0 in 73% ases
where P represents radial pulsation period, Ψ is the amplitude ratio of the additional
peak to the peak representing the radial mode, and ψ is the amplitude ratio of the
two additional peaks in the ase of BL2 stars. Subsripts min, max, a denote minimal,
maximal and average values respetively. It an be seen that the amplitudes of addi-
tional peaks an be omparable with the amplitude of the dominant peak, and that
the triplets range from highly symmetri to highly asymmetri. The fat that ∆f is
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positive in most ases means that the additional peak in BL1s, or higher of the two
additional peaks in BL2s, orresponds to a higher frequeny than the frequeny of the
radial mode. This nding is in agreement with the results of Moskalik & Poretti (2002).
As it will be shown in the next paragraph, RR Blazhko stars behave dierently.
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Figure 3: Period distributions for all RRab and RRab Blazhko stars.
Period distribution of RRab Blazhko stars is onsistent with period distribution
of all RRab stars. Figure 3 demonstrates period distributions of all RRab and RRab
BL stars.
4.2.2 RR stars
RR Blazhko stars are less numerous than RRab Blazhko stars. I deteted 22
BL1 and 30 BL2 RR stars, and it is easy to see that the proportions are dierent
than those for RRabs. RRab Blazhko stars seem to prefer BL1 sublass, suh eet is
not observable among RR stars. The statistial properties of RR Blazhko stars dier
from those of RRabs and are as follows:
• BL1
 Pmin=0.246d Pmax=0.390d Pa=0.288d
 Pmmin=7d P
m
max=986d P
m
a =247d
 Ψmin=0.049 Ψmax=0.820 Ψa=0.279
 ∆f>0 in 54% ases
• BL2
 Pmin=0.256d Pmax=0.439d Pa=0.316d
 Pmmin=2d P
m
max=913d P
m
a =397d
 Ψmin=0.054 Ψmax=0.494 Ψa=0.178
 ψmin=0.426 ψmax=0.999 ψa=0.844
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Figure 4: RRab Blazhko stars. Convention is the same as on gure 2. The line in the enter
of the prewhitened periodogram shows the loation of the primary period. From the top: star
without additional peaks, BL1, BL2.
 ∆f>0 in 33% ases
with the symbols having exatly the same meaning as in the ase of RRab stars. As one
an see there are substantial dierenes between RRab and RR Blazhko stars. Average
modulation periods of RR BLs are muh longer and there is no strong preferene for
∆f > 0 among RR BL1s. In fat for RR BL2s we an observe an opposite preferene,
∆f is mostly negative, whih means that the higher of the additional peaks orresponds
to a lower frequeny than the radial mode. Also the value of Ψmax = 0.820 for RR
BL1s seems to be an interesting result, as it shows, that in the ase of RR Blazhko stars
the nonradial mode an have almost the same amplitude as the radial mode. Examples
of RR BL1s and BL2s are shown in gure 5.
4.3 Stars with multiple periods
My sample of multiperiodi RR Lyrae stars ontains some objets that an not
be lassied as either Blazhko type 1 stars BL1s or type 2 BL2s on the grounds of
urrent denitions of these lasses. Although their light urves look very similar to
light urves of Blazhko stars, with the harateristi satter around maximum and
minimum of brightness, prewhitened periodograms of these objets reveal presene of
more than two additional peaks. There are also a few objets with frequeny triplets,
but unlike in the ase of BL2 stars, those triplets are not equidistant. Existene of RR
Lyr stars with suh signatures in the prewhitened spetra was reported by Moskalik
& Poretti (2002), who found a few stars of this type in OGLE-I database. OGLE-II
database ontains muh more examples. I found 86 suh objets among RRab stars
and 41 among RR stars. This gives respetively 4.4% and 5.3% inidene rates in both
lasses. Examples are shown in gure 6.
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Figure 5: RR Blazhko stars. Convention is the same as on gure 4.
It is not lear yet if these types of objets ould also be referred to as Blazhko
stars. It is possible that in the future they will be alled BL3 stars. They ertainly share
some features with Blazhko stars, but on the other hand onstitute a distint group.
Their nature is unertain, but they seem to be another strong evidene for exitation
of nonradial modes.
Figure 6: Stars with multiple additional peaks. Convention is the same as on gure 4.
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4.4 Objets of unertain nature
The last lass of my multiperiodi RR Lyrae atalog onsists of objets that ould
not be lassied reliably as members of any of the lasses desribed above. Most of these
objets are probably BL1 or BL2 stars, but omputed modulation periods are longer
than the time span of the data. Additional observations in the future are needed to
verify the hypothesis that these objets are BL1 or BL2 stars with very long modulation
periods. My atalog ontains 14 suh objets in the RRab lass and 2 objets in the
RR lass.
5 Summary
I presented the results of an automated searh and analysis of RR Lyrae stars in
the Galati Bulge. My RR Lyrae samples are very numerous, about 12 times riher
than OGLE-I RR Lyrae atalogs, and are therefore well suitable for statistial analysis.
Out of more than 2700 RR Lyrae stars, that I identied in the OGLE-II database,
about 600 proved to be multiperiodi. Most of the multiperiodi RR Lyrae stars are
Blazhko stars. They show a large variety of pulsation periods and frequeny patterns.
The inidene rate of Blazhko stars in the Galati Bulge, determined from my analysis,
is very high omparing to some other systems like the LMC and the SMC. With about
25% in RRab and 10% in RR lasses, inidene rates are almost 2.5 times greater than
those for the LMC found by Soszynski et al. (2003). Nature of this phenomenon is
unknown and is yet to be understood. High number of about 100 RR Blazhko stars
is espeially interesting beause until now not many variables of this kind were known.
They are very dierent from RRab Blazhko stars in ertain aspets.
On the other hand I have found only 3 RRd stars in addition to the 2 previously
known. This means that their inidene rate, with respet to RR stars, is ≈ 0.007,
and is about 20 smaller than their inidene rate in the LMC given by Alok et al.
(2000).
As for now we still do not understand why there are so many more Blazhko stars
and so many less RRd stars in the Galati Bulge omparing to the Magellani Clouds.
These striking dierenes all for an explanation.
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